ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TATOOSH TRANSITION (TOU.JAWBN6): From over TOU VORTAC on TOU R-080 to JAWBN. Thence . . .

VANCOUVER TRANSITION (YVR.JAWBN6): From over YVR VOR/DME on YVR R-152 to JAWBN. Thence . . .

VICTORIA TRANSITION (YYJ.JAWBN6): From over YYJ VOR/DME on YYJ R-131 to JAWBN. Thence . . .

. . . from over JAWBN on SEA R-310 to DIGGN then on SEA R-310 to ALKIA thence . . .

LANDING SOUTH: depart ALKIA heading 070° for vectors to final approach course.

LANDING NORTH: depart ALKIA heading 163° for vectors to final approach course.

LANDING MCCHORD FIELD: depart ALKIA proceed direct SEA VORTAC.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS: After ALKIA, proceed direct SEA VORTAC.